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The Boom is Over! 

Sales of new houses can serve as an early indicator of the housing market as the data is 
registered when sales contracts are signed, not when deals actually close, unlike sales of 
existing homes.  

The consensus expected a third straight month of declines in new home sales in March, but 
they did not see this bloodbath coming. New home sales crashed 8.6% month-over-month 
(vs. -0.6% expected). The decline was exaggerated by the upward revision to February to 
835,000 from 772,000. Even still, sales are now at a four-month low that drags new home 
sales down 12.6% year-over-year. This is the biggest drop since April 2021 and this is the 
start of the busiest season in the year for housing.  

 

All the regions, even the red-hot South (-10.2%), weakened last month. The speculation is 
evident in the fact that the number of homes sold for units not yet started surged to 26.2% 
to an 11-month high of 255,000. But sales of completed units tanked 13.5% to a seven-
month low of 179,000. 

Homebuilder D.R. Horton claims that 10% of buyers will be impacted BUT also claims that 
there are plenty more behind them ready to bid for new homes.  

We shall see.  
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“The drop in purchase applications was evident across all loan types…Prospective 
homebuyers have pulled back this spring, as they continue to face limited options of 

homes for sale along with higher costs from increasing mortgage rates and prices. The 
recent decrease in purchase applications is an indication of potential weakness in home 

sales in the coming months.” – Joel Kan, Economist, Mortgage Bankers Association 
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As mortgage rates rise, so do housing inventories as demand drops. The inventory of new single-family houses for sale 
rose to 407,000 houses in March (seasonally adjusted), the largest unsold inventory since August 2008, up by 52% from 
a year ago. This amounts to 6.4 months of supply (a five-month high) at the current rate of sales. Note: Inventories at 
roughly 8-months of supply often predict an impending recession. So this has become a “buyers” market, though you 
wouldn't know it by the crazy price action.   

 

And there is no ignoring the fact that home sales are going to be affected by the record surge in mortgage rates in the 
last month or so. The average 30-year fixed mortgage rate jumped from 4.1% at the beginning of March to 4.8% at the 
end of the month, up by 1.5% a year earlier. Since then, mortgage rates have pierced the 5% level with the average 
interest rate for 30-year fixed rate mortgages jumping to 5.42%, the highest since August 2009.  

 

The combination of spiking home prices and spiking mortgage rates eliminates layers and layers of buyers. That is crystal 
clear when looking at mortgage applications. The bite from the bond market took mortgage applications (refis and 
purchases) down a whopping 8.3% in the April 22 week, down now in each of the past seven weeks and down 65% since 
January 2021. Mortgage applications are now at the lowest level since December 28, 2018.  
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The affordability constraints from soaring mortgage rates and nosebleed prices caused a huge and rare 8.5% plunge in 
purchase applications (-18.5% year-over-year). The index is down over 30% from peak-demand in late 2020 and early 
2021. We are back to recessionary levels that last took hold in early May 2020. Living proof to that adage that the best 
cure for high prices is high prices.  

 

This makes total sense. Review the table below. Today’s buyer, already strung out by rampant inflation in everything 
else, would have to come up with an extra $670 a month ($8,040/yr) – that represents a 51% jump in mortgage 
payments – to buy the same house. Now figure this with homes in the more expensive areas of the country where the 
median price, after the ridiculous spikes of the past two years, runs $500,000 or $1 million or more. To wit: Orange 
County California “median” home price hit seven figures. Homebuyers are facing massively higher mortgage payments in 
those markets.  

  
Data Source: Bloomberg 

REFIS CRASH! 

Moving on. As mortgage rates plunged to record lows in March 2020, refis soared. Homeowners lowered their monthly 
payments, and spent the extra cash that the lower payments left them. Some extracted cash via cash-out refis and this 
money was recycled in various ways and boosted the economy. But as rates have risen, the refi craze has come to a 
screetching halt.   

 

The refinancing index collapsed 9% last week and that came a top a 7.7% slump the week before, down an epic 80% 
since January 2021 to a level last seen December 2018. There is an 80% inverse correlation between bond yields and the 
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refinancing index. This is below what we saw in June 2008, and December 2000. As such, refis no longer support 
consumer spending.   

NOTHING “PENDING” HERE!  

Adding salt to the housing wound, pending home sales fell 1.2%, following a -4.0% slide in February and a -5.8% print in 
January and down five months in a row. The level is down to where it was in May 2020 and the year-over-year trend 
worsened from -5.3% in February to -8.2% in March. This is quite the violent swing from +25% exactly a year ago.  

The big declines were in the once-red-hot South (-0.9% month-over-month, down five straight months, and -9.5% year-
over-year) and the Midwest (-6.1% month-over-month and -4.8% year-over-year). The Northeast looks to have stabilized 
after many months of posing as the laggard. 

 

THIS WILL NOT END WELL! 

Despite weakening sales and rising inventory, the median price of a newly-built home skyrocketed 3.6% in one month to 
$436,700! The year-over-year trend is a ripping 21.4% making a mockery of the price bubble of the mid-2000s. It takes 
north of eight plus years of median income to afford a median-priced home (40% above historic norms).   

 

"The macroeconomic environment is evolving rapidly and may not support extraordinary home price growth for much 
longer…The post-COVID resumption of general economic activity has stoked inflation, and the Federal Reserve has 
begun to increase interest rates in response. We may soon begin to see the impact of increasing mortgage rates on 

home prices.” – Craig J. Lazzara, Managing Director at S&P Dow Jones Indices 

file:///C:/Users/skelly3/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/HP55F93G/www.alloyacorp.org/invest
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Note: The median price of single-family houses sold is heavily skewed by the change in mix. The bottom has fallen out of 
the low end where now very few houses are sold. To underline how out-of-control the situation has become, take a look 
at the table below.  

There isn't one new home being built today that is priced at $150,000 or less! Twenty years ago, this was 35% of the 
market. Homes priced at $200,000 or less are a miniscule 1% share today. Twenty years ago 60% of the housing market 
was in this range. Prices at $500,000 and higher now 38% of the new housing market or more than six times larger than 
in the early 2000s (which also was a period of ultra-low interest rates that followed the tech wreck and the 9/11 
tragedy). Meanwhile, houses priced $750,000 and higher are now up to 11% versus 6% share a year ago and only 2% 
share twenty years ago.  

 
Data Source: Bloomberg 

Here's something to think about. Super-inflated real estate valuations which have topped out at $42 trillion. In 2007, 
that valuation was pegged at $25 trillion. Here’s a little factoid. Since 2007, the number of homeowners has expanded 
10%, but the valuation of residential real estate on the household balance sheet has absolutely exploded by 70%. This is 
all surreal! 

 

We are truly in dangerous territory because the impact of higher mortgage rates and the simple law of mean reversion 
dictate a serious price decline ahead. When? Who knows? Just know that it's out there, and that the higher they go, the 
harder they fall. The boom is over. 

Bottom Line: The economy is supremely leveraged and more asset-dependent than ever before. There is now an 
unprecedented amount of real estate exposure on household balance sheets, and highly susceptible to what appears to 
be an aggressive "front-loaded" Fed tightening cycle ahead of us. With mortgage rates rising sharply, and affordability 
constraints becoming so much more acute, the bursting of this real estate bubble and the commensurate negative 
wealth effects could prove to be spectacular.  
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THE OTHER BUBBLE  

Faced with a zero-interest rate world, combined with “fear of missing out” (FOMO) and a belief that “there is no 
alternative” (TINA), the Fed encouraged investors to move out the risk curve and buy risk assets including of course, 
stocks. As such, market valuations soared to levels that now suggest dismal long-term returns in any world not 
permanently dominated by zero rates, FOMO and TINA psychology.  

As shown the Shiller CAPE (cyclically adjusted PE) ratio is 32, which is twice the long-term average of 16. This 
price/earnings ratio is based on average inflation-adjusted earnings from the previous 10 years. We also know that both 
prices and earnings over the past cycle have been goosed by extremely easy fiscal and monetary policy which fostered 
manufactured earnings via financial engineering (stock buybacks etc.) The CAPE index assumes that earnings will smooth 
out and eventually mean revert over time.  

 

Note: Valuations in and of themselves are not effective in timing the markets. Whether an overvalued market continues 
to rise, or drops like a rock, is investor psychology. When investors are inclined to speculate, they tend to be 
indiscriminate about valuations. Moreover, extreme valuations can persist for a very long time before collapsing. But 
when fear sets in, everything changes. Then valuations matter, a lot! A trap door quietly opens, especially if interest 
rates rise.   

 

Beneath the surface the equity market started falling apart in February 2021, with dozens and dozens of IPO stocks and 
SPAC stocks and other highfliers getting brutally wiped out by 70%, 80%, 90% or more from their ridiculously overvalued 

“Recall that the nominal total return of the S&P 500 lagged the return on Treasury bills from 1929-1947, 1966-1985, and 
2000-2013. That’s 50 years out of an 84-year period – deflation, inflation, recession, expansion, war, peace – in the long-

term only one thing mattered.” – John Hussmann, PhD 

file:///C:/Users/skelly3/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/HP55F93G/www.alloyacorp.org/invest
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peaks. This is neatly summarized in the ARK Innovation ETF which is down 70% from its high on February 16, 2021. This 
is the dotcom bust all over again, only much bigger and much worse.    

But the mega cap tech stocks kept the show going and covered up the mayhem beneath the surface. Then last fall they 
began to wobble, stumble and plunge. The heretofore high-flying FANG+ Index is down 34% from its November 2021 
high! 

 
Data Source: Bloomberg 

Indeed, it can be said that “April is the cruelest month” as the S&P dropped 8.8% – the worst April since WWII. Overall, 
the S&P 500 Index is down -14% from its 52-week high. For the first four months this year, the index is down -13.3%, the 
third-crappiest beginning of a year, after 1932 (-28%) and 1939 (-17%). Reality check: Over $5,600,000,000,000 in 
market cap has been erased from the S&P 500 this year. YES, YOU READ THAT RIGHT … FIVE POINT SIX TRILLION.    

 

The real fireworks have taken place at the tech laden Nasdaq, whose composite index plunged -23.9% from its intraday 
high in November. For the month of April, it dropped -13.5%, the worst month since October 2008, which was the 
month following the Lehman bankruptcy. 

Now we head into the month of May, when the cliché is that we should “sell and go away”. That said, it’s quite rare that 
the markets have two really bad months in a row. In fact, it would hardly be a surprise if we see some dip buying at 
these levels. Nothing goes to a heck in a straight line.    

But it would also be incorrect to say that because "stocks are down 15%, they are cheap”.  

They are not.   

file:///C:/Users/skelly3/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/HP55F93G/www.alloyacorp.org/invest
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BEWARE THE “REVERSE” WEALTH EFFECT 

The U.S. economy, housing market and equity markets have been built on extremely low interest rates and massive 
money printing. Home prices have become disconnected from reality. So has the stock market. And that asset bubble 
made people feel wealthy. When you feel wealthy, you spend more money.   

U.S. households hold a record high $43 trillion in equity assets. So, combined, there is $85 trillion of equity and real 
estate exposure on household balance sheets. Never has the economy been so asset dependent. Imagine what will 
happen to the Fed’s “wealth effect” if the Fed’s bubble bursts and assets plunge 30-50%.  

As I keep saying, the primary risk ahead is asset deflation and what that does to consumer balance sheets. 

NOT AS BAD AS IT LOOKS!  

Heading into last week’s first estimate of Q1 GDP, estimates were low – certainly far lower than the 6.9% final Q4 GDP 
number, the strongest since the third quarter of 2020. With the consensus expecting 1% growth, the BEA reported that  
the U.S. economy unexpectedly shrank by 1.4%, the first decline since the Covid summer of 2020.    

What was behind the shocking contraction in the U.S. economy? Two things mostly: A sharp drop in changes in private 
inventory and a huge swing in net exports. Net exports subtracted 3.2 % from headline real GDP growth in Q1; 
inventories withdrew 0.8%; and the government sector was a net subtractor of 0.5% (annualized). Strip these factors 
out, and one can build the argument that real private domestic demand picked up at just over a 3.5% annualized pace. 

In terms of sectors, consumer spending was up at a 2.7% annualized pace, residential construction eked out a 2.1% 
increase, non-residential construction sector posted a rare solid 9.2% run-up, and even capex came in at a +15.4% 
annual rate. 

All that said, GDP still represents all the spending that is occurring within the economy and while some of the 
components were still decent in Q1, the overall economy is clearly in a visible downtrend. Annualized GDP plunged from 
6.9% growth in Q4 to a -1.43% shrinkage in Q4. 

 

3
2
.
5
3 

“It’s almost a mania of speculation…We have people who know nothing about stocks being advised by stockbrokers 
who know even less…It’s an incredible, crazy situation.” – Charlie Munger 
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FROM ACCOMODATIVE TO RESTRICTIVE  

The U.S. economy is clearly rolling over at the same time that the Fed is set to tighten the most aggressively into since 
the early 1980s. To wit: The March Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) minutes confirmed that the FOMC would 
have started a new tightening cycle last month with a 50-basis point increase in the Fed funds rate were it not for 
uncertainties brought by the Russia-Ukraine war. But with the latter becoming less of a concern to the Fed, a 50-beeper 
in April seems like a done deal, and that could be followed by similar hikes. The futures market is pricing in 10 rate hikes 
taking the Fed funds rate up to 2.77% by year end.  

According to the “dot plots”, the FOMC expects to take the Fed funds rate up to 1.9% by year-end, which is a 150-basis 
point increase. Then tack on the start of quantitative tightening (QT). From pumping $140 billion into the financial 
system every month, to winding down those purchases to nothing, the Fed is now on pace to reduce its balance sheet by 
$95 billion per month (which is equivalent to at least another 150 basis points of rate hikes). All told, we’re talking about 
a de facto rate hike of over 300 basis points by the end of the year. That will make monetary policy even more 
restrictive. I should add that QT is a big shock to equityholders who were accustomed to excessive liquidity in the 
system.  

 

HOW WILL THE ECONOMY REACT? 

“Many participants noted that one or more 50 basis point increases in the target range could be appropriate at future 
meetings, particularly if inflation pressures remained elevated or intensified.” – April FOMC Minutes 

“We will get a major recession…The problem, is that while inflation may be peaking, it will take a long time before it 
gets back down to the Fed’s goal of 2%. That suggests the central bank will raise interest rates so aggressively that it 
hurts the economy…We regard it as highly likely that the Fed will have to step on the brakes even more firmly, and a 
deep recession will be needed to bring inflation to heel…History shows the Fed has never been able to correct even 

smaller overshoots of inflation and employment without pushing the economy into a significant recession.” 
 – Deutsche Bank economists wrote in its report with the ominous title,  

“Why the coming recession will be worse than expected” 

file:///C:/Users/skelly3/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/HP55F93G/www.alloyacorp.org/invest
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Of course, no one knows precisely how this will play out. Although Deutsche Bank is pessimistic, others contend this 
negativity is overdone. To wit: The “always” bullish Goldman Sachs concedes it will be “very challenging” to bring down 
high inflation. 

UBS is similarly hopeful that the economic expansion will continue despite the Fed’s shift to inflation-fighting mode tion 
and wage growth, but stresses that a recession is “not inevitable.” 

Barron’s also has a less than positive outlook. Consider: “Forget About a Soft Landing. Beating Back Inflation Will Take a 
Recession.” 

Thus, the debate on whether or not the U.S. is in for a soft-landing rages on. 

However, if history is any guide, the economy is in for a rough ride. The economic damage done by monetary policy 
turning restrictive was apparent in 1990, 2000, 2007 and 2019 as the economy ended in a recession. Based on what we 
know from history, the Fed has a very poor track record of raising rates without pushing the economy into a recession. 
Recall that there were 11 recessions in the past 14 hiking cycles and most of them did not qualify as soft landings. 

 

This time, the damage on the economy is likely to be larger than in the past considering the amount of system-wide 
leverage in the financial system. The all-economy debt-to-GDP ratio is nearly 350% at the moment, much higher than 
what it was at the onset of prior tightening cycles: 170% in 1983; 220% in 1988; 235% in 1994; 260% in 1999; 305% in 
2004; and 325% in 2015.  

“Inflation should ease from current levels, and we do not expect a recession from rising interest rates.” 
– Mark Haefele, Chief Investment Officer at UBS Global Wealth Management 

“We do not need a recession but probably do need growth to slow to a somewhat below-potential pace, a path that 
raises recession risk.” – Goldman Sachs economists 
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Consider the graph below. Going back to 1980, the peak in the fed funds rate after each cycle keeps getting lower and 
lower. The debt constraint is the prime reason. The higher the debt levels, the less rates can be raised without stalling 
out the economy and crashing the asset markets.  

If the Fed goes as much as what is priced in, we are talking about $330 billion being drained out of the economy for debt 
servicing charges, or about 1.5% out of GDP. That isn’t trivial and will surely curb domestic demand, which the Fed 
clearly wants to have happen. We’ll see how far it gets.  

So, with debt levels off the charts, can the Fed really tighten policy as much as it says? I say no.  

My bet is no matter what the Fed says, the federal funds rate is likely to peak at a much lower level than during the last 
tightening cycle, a pattern that has been well established over the past several decades. 

 

MARKET OUTLOOK AND PORTFOLIO STRATEGY   

It’s all about the Fed. Unfortunately, the Fed kept rates at 0% for far too long, and now they are getting forced into an 
aggressive rate hiking campaign to combat an “inflation monster” and asset bubbles of their own making. So, if you look 
now at what the futures market is pricing in for the funds rate and the planned balance sheet reduction by the Fed, we 
are talking about a combined 450 basis points of de facto rate hikes this year. We haven’t seen that since the Volcker 
era. I should note, even though  GDP was down 1.4%, I believe the Fed will look past it and a 50-basis-point hike in May 
is still on. 

Even if the U.S. has a positive second quarter, the rest of the year is up to consumers. Housing, as discussed above, is 
slowing fast and equity prices have come under serious downward pressure. The reversing wealth effect may dampen 
consumption. Further, the “demand economy,” created by trillions of monetary liquidity sent directly to households, is 
reverting to a “supply economy.” As supply outstrips demand, the eventual deflationary drag will become problematic 
for the Fed. 

More importantly, while the consumer may be continuing to support growth currently, such can, and will, change 
dramatically when job losses begin to occur. It’s important to note that while unemployment is close to all-time record 
lows, unemployment is a lagging indicator. More notably, near record-low unemployment is also a recessionary warning 
sign. While such seems counter-intuitive, it isn’t. Should the labor markets weaken going forward (as I expect) and 
unemployment rises the contraction in consumer demand will happen rapidly as a change in psychology occurs. 

“The economy has to slow somewhat in the not-too-distant future, because at 3.8% unemployment, ‘We’re out of 
workers. It’s hard to produce more when there is no one to produce it.’” – The Financial Times 
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The bond market has already repriced short-term yields from their near-zero baseline. Since the beginning of the year, 
the yield on 2-year Treasury notes has surged from 0.5% to as high as 2.78%, briefly exceeding the yield on 10-year 
Treasury bonds and prompting concerns about an oncoming recession. In other words, the front end of the bond market 
has already priced in massive Fed hikes. The rate hikes are already baked in to the yields.  

Currently, the spread between the two-year Treasury and fed funds is at an all time high of 238 bps. Thus, the front end 
of the Treasury curve is attractively priced considering the number of rate hikes priced in and  implies an overly 
restrictive policy, which history shows is becoming less and less palatable to the Fed amid a highly levered economy.  

Then again, there’s no assurance, of course, that the Fed will actually pursue this course and normalize policy. In fact, I 
would be surprised to see more than two rate hikes before the Fed takes time to reassess future rate hikes. Now 
imagine if Powell and Co.,yet again, pivot and ends the hike raining campaign much sooner than the consensus is pricing 
in. Treasuries would be the primary beneficiary.  

What should credit unions do? Stay the course!  In a world of volatility we find ourselves in, credit unions should 
continue to maintain their disciplined ladder strategy. Excess cash should be redeployed by scaling into the front end of 
the Treasury market. From a tactical perspective, sell offs provide attractive entry points. 

 

MORE INFORMATION 

For more information about credit union investment strategy, portfolio allocation and security selection, please contact 
the author at tom.slefinger@alloyacorp.org or (800) 782-2431, ext. 2753. 

Tom Slefinger, Senior Vice President, Director of Institutional Fixed Income Sales, and Registered Representative of ISI 
has more than 40 years of fixed income portfolio management experience. He has developed and successfully managed 
various high profile domestic and global fixed income mutual funds. Tom has extensive expertise in trading and 
managing virtually all types of domestic and foreign fixed income securities, foreign exchange, and derivatives in 
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institutional environments.  

At Alloya Investment Services, Tom is responsible for developing and managing operations associated with institutional 
fixed income sales. In addition to providing strategic direction, Tom is heavily involved in analyzing portfolios, developing 
investment portfolio strategies, and identifying appropriate sectors and securities with the goal of optimizing investment 
portfolio performance at the credit union level.  

The views and opinions expressed herein are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of Alloya Corporate Federal Credit Union, 
Alloya Investment Services (a division of Alloya Solutions, LLC), its affiliates, or its employees. The information set forth herein has been obtained or 
derived from sources believed by the author to be reliable. However, the author does not make any representation or warranty, express or implied, 
as to the information's accuracy or completeness, nor does the author recommend that the attached information serve as the basis of any 
investment decision and it has been provided to you solely for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation of an 
offer, or any advice or recommendation, to purchase any securities or other financial instruments, and may not be construed as such.  

Information is prepared by ISI Registered Representatives for general circulation and is distributed for general information only. This information 
does not consider the specific investment objectives, financial situations or needs of any specific individual or organization that may receive this 
report. Neither the information nor any opinion expressed constitutes an offer, or an invitation to make an offer, to buy or sell any securities. All 
opinions, prices, and yields contained herein are subject to change without notice. Investors should understand that statements regarding prospects 
might not be realized. Please contact Alloya Investment Services* to discuss your specific situation and objectives.  

*Alloya Investment Services is division of Alloya Solutions, LLC. 
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